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Abstract. The effect of Hall currents on the flow of a viscous incompressible slightly 
conducting fluid through a porous straight channel under a uniform transverse 
magnetic field is considered. The pressure gradient is taken as constant quantity 
and the case of steady flow is obtained by taking the time since the start of the 
motion to be infinite. Skin friction, temperature distribution and coefficients of 
heat transfer at both the plates have been evaluated. The effects of Hall parameter, 
magnetic parameter and Reynolds number on the above physical quantities have 
been investigated. Velocity distribution when the pressure gradient (i) varies linearly 
with time, and (ii) decreases exponentially with time has also been evaluated. 
1. Introduction 
The phenomenon of heat transfer is encountered in almost all branches of Technology. 
The MHD aspect of heat transfer in channel flow has been discussed by many 
researchers : the heat transfer problem in the case of fully developed flow by Siegel'. 
Alpher2, Gershuni and Zukovitskii3, Regirel.4 and Yen5; the heat transfer at the 
entrance region of the channel by Nigam and Singh6. All these papers examine the 
effect of magnetic field on heat transfer in a channel flow between conducting and non- 
conducting walls. MHD channel flows have a number of important applications such 
as MHD power generator, electromagnetic flow meter and electromagnetic accelerators. 
The last device is used extensively in connection with nuclear power reactor to pump 
liquid sodium as a coolant. 
Vern~a and Mathur7 have studied magnetohydrodynamic flow between two parallel 
plates, one in uniform motion and the other at rest with uniform suction at the 
stationary plate. They have observed the coefficient of skin friction decreases with 
the increase in Hartmann number. Satyaprakashs has obtained the exact solution 
of the problem of unsteady viscous flow through a porous straight channel. He has 
obtained the result that the velocity increases with time and tends ultimately towards 
the steady state at both points, as should have been the case in the presence of pressure 
gradient which remains constant for all times. 
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In this paper the effect of Hall currents on the flow of a viscous incompressible 
slightly conducting fluid through a porous straight channel under a uniform transverse 
magnetic field is considered. The pressure gradient is taken as constant quantity 
and the case of steady flow is obtained by taking the time since the start of the motion 
to be infinite. We have evaluated skin friction, the temperature distribution and 
coefficients of heat transfer at both the plates. We have investigated the effects of 
Hall parameter, magnetic parameter and Reynolds number on the above physical 
quantities. We have also evaluated velocity distribution when the pressure gradient 
(i) varies linearly with time, and (ii) decreases exponentially with time. 
2. Formulation and Solution of the Problem 
Unsteady two dimensional incompressible viscous flow through a straight channel 
with porous flat walls distant h apart in the presence of a uniform transverse magnetic 
field is considered. The lower plate is taken as X-axis and straight line perpendicular 
to that as Y-axis. It is assumed that the fluid is injected into the channel through the 
wall at y = 0 and sucked through the wall at y = h. Let u and v be the velocity 
components of the fluid at a point (x, y) in the direction of axes of coordinates 
respectively. It is assumed that the fluid is of small electrical conductivity with magnetic 
Reynolds number much less than unity so that the induced magnetic field can be 
neglected in comparison with the applied magnetic field. A uniform magnetic field of 
intensity Ho in the direction of the Y-axis. Since the plates are infinite in length all 
physical quantities (except pressure) depend only on y and r .  The equation of conti- 
nuity v . g = 0 gives v = 0 where q = (u, v, w). The solinoidal relation v . a = 0 
for the magnetic field gives HU = H, = constant everywhere in the fluid where = (H,, 
Hu, He). The conservation of electric charge v . j = 0 gives Ju = constant, where 
J = (A, Ju, Je). This constant is zero since Jv = 0 on the plates which are electri- 
cally non-conducting. 
We shall assume that the induced magnetic field produced by the motion of the 
electrically conducting fluid is negligible, so that a = (0, Ho, 0). This assumption is 
justified since the magnetic Reynolds number is very small for the liquid metals. In 
the absence of an external electric field, the effect of polarization of the ionized fluid 
is negligible. We can also assume that the electric fieldlo E = 0. Under these assump- 
tions the generalized Ohms lawlL is 
where G, pc, we, To, e, ns and Pe are respectively the electrical conductivity of the fluid, 
the magnetic permeability, the cyclotron frequency, the electron collision time, theelectric 
charge, the number density of the electron and the electron pressure. In Eqn. (1) the 
ion slip and thermo-electric effects are neglected. Further for weakly ionized gases 
the electron pressure is negligible12. 
Thus the Eqn. (1) gives - -  . 
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Js f ws~eJe = cpeHOu 
Solving the Eqns.(2) and (3), we obtain 
where m =  WIT^ is the Hall parameter. 
The equations of momentum, continuity and energy are respectively 
where p is the density of the fluid, v the coefficient of kinematic viscosity, t the time 
measured since the start of the motion, p the pressure at a point (x, y), a the electrical 
conductivity, Ho the uniform applied magnetic field, p the coefficient of viscosity, 
T the temperature and KT the coefficient of thermal conductivity. In the energy 
Eqn. (9), the Joule dissipation heat is assumed to be negligible's. 
The initial and boundary conditions are : 
t =. 0, u = 0 and v = vo, a constant > 0 for y = 0, h 
From the initial and boundary conditions (lo), we may say that the velocity distribution 
is independent of x 
Hence ?14  r4 - - 0 and _ 2 .Y c .  
BU On substituting - = 0 and using Eqn. (10) the Eqn. (8) yields v = v,. Substituting Bx 
v = v, in Eqns. (6) and (7), we obtain 
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and ap o x -  
a7 (13) 
Now we introduce the following dimensionless quantities : 
U X P u* = - x* '-' y* = 5, j,* = 
vo ' h P"0 
In view of Eqn. (14), after dropping the superscripts* the Eqns. (1 1) to (13) and (9) 
reduce to 
where 
P = (Prandtl number) 
KT 
when t f  0, u = O f o r O < y f l  
when t > O , u = O f o r y = O , l  (19b) 
at y = O ,  T = O ; a t y = l ,  T = 1  (19~) 
It is observed that u is independent of x from Eqn. (15). Hence u is a function of 
y and t only, From Eqn. (17), we may say that p is independent of y. Therefore it 
follows from the Eqn. (16) that is a function of time only. 
ax 
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We assume that 
'The Eqn. (16) becomes 
We define Laplace transform as 
wlth the inversion 
we denote 
03 
f(s) = J f (t) e-stdt 
In view of Eqns. (22) and (24), the Eqn. (21) is transformed into 
The corresponding boundary conditions are 
- 
u = O f o r y = O , l  
In view of conditions (.26), the solution of Eqn. (25) is 
u = -  (K + s) sinh $(R2 + 4R(K + s))llS 
x e(RI2)v sinh 4 {(RZ + 4R (K + s))l12(l - y)) [ 
7 f(s) + ~ ( ~ l ~ ) ( l - v )  sinh 4 {(Ra + 4R(K + s))l12 y)  + - ( K + s )  (27) 
- 
Case 1-Constant pressure gradient 
Let us assume that the pressure gradient is a constant quantity. Hence let 
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where B is a positive constant 
B f (s) = I Be-stdt = - 
S 
0 
By taking the inversionI4 of Eqn. (27), we obtain velocity distribution, 
u = -  B 
K sinh J ( R  + 4RK)lR ['( R 1 2 ) ~  sinh q {(R2 + 4RK)l12 ( 1  - Y ) )  
+ e-(Rm(l-v) sinh i (R2  + 4RK)llz Be-It R K sinh 
w ne(RE)v sinh zy{e-R/2(-1)" - I} exp {- a t (R2 + 4 n % ~ ~ + 4 ~ ~ ) )  
+ ~ ~ B R X  2 (R2 + 4nW + 4RK) (R" + 4n%cx') 
n = l  
The flow tends to be steady after a lapse of considerable time since the start of motion. 
In the case of steady state the velocity distribution is 
u =  - B 
K sinh +(R2 + 4RK)lla [ e ( ~ / ~ ) v  sinh +((R2 + 4RK)11' (1 - y)) 
Now let us find the steady state solution directly from the equation of motion. 
After substituting B for fkt), for steady state the Eqn. (21) becomes 
The boundary conditions are same as those given in Eqn. (26). In view of the 
boundary conditions (26), the solution of Eqn. (32) is 
u =  - B 
K sinh 4(Ra + 4RK)lla [ e - ( ~ / ~ ) ( l - v )  sinh 4 {(R2 + 4RK)II2 y}  
The results in Eqns. (31) and (33) are identical. 
Skin friction 
The shearing stress at the wall y = 0 is 
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and the coefficient of skin friction is given by 
Hence the coefficienttof skin friction at the wall y = 0 is 
Cz = B a f 4RK)a" {=R" + cash 4 K sinh &(Ra + 4RK)lP 
x (Ra 4RK)I") + sinh f (Ra + 4RK)'" 1 
R [ e - R l ~ ~ ~ s h -  \ I I I I ~  R 1 
R K sinh - 2 2 1 2 
OD i ( r R p ( -  1). - I )  exp { - a ( ~ 2  t + 4n'n2 + ~ R K ) }  
64BG 2 (RY 4n2n4 + 4RK) (R9 + 4naxa) 
n=l  
The coefficient of skin friction at the wall y is 
B 
K sinh 4 (Ra + 4RK)11" CRa + 
x {eRP cosh t (Ra  + ~ R K ) I P )  + sinh $(R' ~ R K ) ' / ~ ]  
R R Be-Ki R b s h  + sinh - eRla] 
K sinh - 2 2 
,, - 1)" ~ R P ( ~ R , * (  - 1)" - 1) exp ( K a  + 4narra + 4RK) 
(RP 4n4r8 + 4 R K )  (Rs + 4narel) 
(36) 
Temperature distribution 
From the Eqns. (18) and ( 3 3 ,  we write 
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R + Ru sinh a(l - 2y) - - aeRY sinh 2u(l - y) 2 
- 
where a = f(R2 + 4RK)'J2 
The boundary conditions are 
Solving the Eqn. (37) using the boundary conditions (38), we obtain the temperature 
distribution. 
a {e-R + cosh 2u + y . 2 .  sinh R 16K4R2 sinha a 
- eRv(e-R cosh 2ay + cosh 2a(l - y))} + b {sinh a - y(eR + 1) sinh a 
- eRQinh u(l - 2y)) + C {cosh a + y(eR - 1) cosh a 
where 
Heat transfer coeficient 
From the point of view of applications in technology it is of interest to know the 
rates of heat transfer at both the walls. The rate of heat transfer coefficient at the 
lower plate y = 0 is 
- a (2 sinh R - R ( r R  + cosh 2a) + t sinh 2.) 
- 16K4RB sinh2 a 
+ b {- (eR + 1) sinh u - R sinh u + 2u cosh a) 
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The rate of heat transfer coefficient at the upper plate y == is 
- 
B2PE 
16K4R2 sinhz u [a (2 sinh R - R(cosh 2u + eR) - 2u sinh 2a} 
+ b {- (eR + 1) sinh u + ReR sinh a + 2aeR cosh u)  
+ c {(eR - 1 )  cosh u - ReR cosh u - 2aeR sinh a} 
Case 2-Pressure gradient varies linearly with time 
We now assume that 
Substituting this value in the Eqn. (16), we get 
In view of the Eqn. (22), the Eqn. (43) is transformed into 
The boundary conditions are 
- 
u = 0 for y = 0, 
The solution of the Eqn. (44, with the boundary conditions (45) is 
(': + .3) 
e(Rfi)V sinh 4 1- (x + s) sinh 4 {Ra + 4R(K + r))la[ 
.: (Ra + 4R(K f s))lls (1 - y) + e-(R18)(1-V) sinh f 
By taking the laplace inversion of Eqn. (461, we obtain the velocity distribution 
+ a, Kt sinh a ( 
where 
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- { e(RJ2)ql - y) cash .(I - y) + y r ( ~ / a ( l - u )  cash 2Ka sinh a 
+ R (1 - 3) + r(Rm(l-V) sinh - y R K2 sinh - 2 2 
03 
+ ,% 2 (aoyl - al) ne(RmY sin nny { r R I a  (- 1)" - 1 )  exp (- ylt) 
y: (Ra + 4n2xa) 
n=l  
Case 3- Pressure gradient decreases exponentially with time 
We take 
-- aP - a, + 2 a,, e-"1' 
ax 
mi= 1 
Substituting the value of Eqn. (48) in Eqn. (16), we get 
au au 1 d2u a. + 2 am, e-mlt + - - - Ku % + - - =  ar 
ml= 1 
R dya 
In view of Eqn. (22), the Eqn. (49) takes the form 
The corresponding boundary conditions are 
i = O f o r  y = 0 , 1  
The solution of the Eqn. (50), using the boundary conditions (51) is 
("+ S Cam,) 
- ml=l s + m1 u =  - ( K  -+ s) sinh ) {R2 + 4R(K + s))'12 [ ~ ( R ~ Q Y  sinh f {R2+4R(K+s)}'P 
x (1 - y) + e-(R/2)(1-u) sinh f {R2 + 4R(K + s))lB y]  
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Taking Laplace inversion of Eqn. (52), we obtain velocity distribution 
where 
{e(Rm" sinh q(l - y) + e-(R@)cL*) sinh rlY 
am1 e-K t R 
-  e(Rfl)Y sinh - (1 - 
m sinh . - R { 2 
2 
a3 
+ 8aOx 2 ne(RIz)Y sin nxy {e-RI2(- 1)" - 1) exp (- ylt) 
. y1(R8 + 4nez2) 
rr= l  
4 - 8 n 2  am1ne(R1*)V sin nxy {eeRI'(-- 1)" - 1) exp (- ylt) (yl - m,) (RS + 4n%x3 
n = l  ml=l 
3. Conclusions 
We have obtained the velocity distribution in unsteady and steady cases, the coefficients 
of skin friction at both the walls, temperature distribution and the coefficient of heat 
transfer at both the walls. When the magnetic parameter M tends to zero our results 
regarding the velocity distribution in unsteady and steady cases coincide with those 
of Satyaprakash8. We have plotted a graph (Fig. 1) taking velocity distribution u 
against y for different values of m or M or R. It is observed that the velocity increases 
with the increase of Hall parameter m or suction/injection parameter R whereas it 
decreases with the increase in magnetic parameter M. In Fig. 2, we have drawn a 
graph taking velocity distribution u against time t. We have observed that the velocity 
increases with time and tends ultimately towards the steady state at both the points, 
as should have been the case in the presence of a pressure gradient which remains 
constant for all times. It is also observed that the steady state is obtained earlier 
than in the nonmagnetic case. We can also conclude that the velocity at the point 
near the wall which is subjected to injection is less than that the velocity at the point 
near the wall which is subjected to suction. In  Fig. 3, we have plotted a graph taking 
skin friction against m or  M. We have seen that the skin frictions C, and C; at both 
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Figure 1. Velocity distribution against y for Figure 2. Velocity distribution against 1 for 
different values of rn or M or R. different values of y. 
Figure 3. C, , C; plotted against m or M. Figure 4. C, , Cj plotted against A 
the walls decrease as m increases whereas they increase as M increases. Rut 
Verma and Mathur7 have observed that the coefficient of skin friction decreases 
as the magnetic field strength increases at the stationary wall which is sub- 
jected to suction. We can also conclude that the coefficient of skin friction at 
the point near the wall which is subjected to suction is less than that at the point 
near the wall which is subjected to injection. In Fig. 4, we have shown .the 
effect of suction/injection parameter R on skin frictions C, and C;. It is observed that 
the skin frictions C, and C: decrease with the increase in R. In Fig. 5;we have 
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Y .  
Figure 5. Temperature distribution aminst 
y fot different values of m. 
Y 
Figure 7. Temperature distribution against 
y for different values of PE. 
Figure 6. Temperature distribution 
against y for different values of M or R. 
Figure 8. q q* plotted against R or M. 
plotted a graph taking temperature distribution against y for different values of m. 
We have seen that the temperature increases as m increases and this increment increases 
with the increase in m. In Fig. 6, we have drawn a graph taking temperature distri- 
bution against y for different values of M or R. I t  is observed that the temperature 
decreases with the increase in hf whereas it increases as R increases. In Fig. 7, we 
have drawn the temperature distribution against y for different values of P. E. (product 
of Prandtl and Eckert numbers). It is seen that the temperature increases with the 
increase in P. E. In Fig. 8, the rates of heat transfer q and q" are drawn against 
M or R. We have observed that q increases for small values of R and decreases for 
higher values of R whereas q* decreases first upto R = 0.6 and increases for all values 
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of R > 0.6. It is also observed that q decreases with the increase in M whereas q* 
increases as M increases. Table 1 shows that q increases with the increase in Hall 
parameter m whereas q* decreases as m increases. 
Table 1. 
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